
Web School Manual



Web Guide
In this guide, we will show you the navigation and the main features of the 
IP.TV Web School application.
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To access the web application, enter the URL
of your educational institution in your browser.

When accessing a login field will be 
displayed, just fill in the fields with your 
credentials and click on the "Enter" 
button.

Login
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Channels can be separated by category, when selecting their category, a list of 
channels will be displayed.

Access the channel of your choice

Category bar

Channels list*

*In this example, it only shows one channel because there is only one channel registered for the Bongani category
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Upon joining the channel, you can view the media area, the public chat, and the taskbar

Inside the Channel

Taskbar

Media Area

Public Chat
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Taskbar icons and functions

Taskbar

Request Collaboration

Watching

Exit Channel

Retract/Expand Chat Sidebar

Public Chat Class Chat Users List

More Options

Block/Unblock Chat
(For Regular Users)

Notificate Users
(Mobile app only)

List of Silenced Users
(managed by 
channel admin)

List of Banned Users
(managed by 
channel admin)

*Silenced users cannot type text in the public 
chat.

*Banned users will not be allowed to join the 
channel unless they are unbanned by a 
moderator.

*Once the Chat is Blocked, only a moderator 
can type on the chat
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Youtube Playlist and Device Configuration

Taskbar

By saving a YouTube video on the playlist you 
can choose some preset options for the media 
broadcasting.

Auto play: When a user enters the 
channel, the video/playlist will start 
from the beginning

Show controls: Allow users YouTube 
video controls (Pause, Stop, Volume, 
Skip,...)

Loop: When video/playlist ends, it 
will repeat from the beginning. 

TV Mode: When set up, 
videos/playlists will be broadcasting 
with or without users on the 
channel, such as TV shows.

You can set up your 
media devices and will 
show a video preview 
for the device 
selected. 

*This is the only 
feature on “more 
options” that 
Regular Users will 
have acces
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To request collaboration just click on the "request collaboration"        icon and 
wait for moderator/administrator send you a collaboration invite asking the user 
to confirm their transmission request, just click on “confirm” to start broadcasting.

If you are moderator/administrator, when clicking on the icon, the same dialog 
box will appear automatically without requesting, asking the user to confirm their 
transmission request, just click on “confirm” to start broadcasting.

Request Collaboration
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The public chat is where users can interact in real time with the 
teacher and other users via text, and it is also possible to attach 
video and image files.

Public Chat

Share Files, Documents 
or Audios in the Public 
chat.
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Once you are a Moderator/admin you must to allow Regular Users 
collaboration when they request by clicking on the “Collaboration 
Request” list   icon.

Users List

A blue dot appears for notification if there is a new collaboration 
request on the channel.

Private Message: Moderators can send private messages to users.

Give Collaboration: They can also send collaboration invite to a 
user even if he has not requested.

Give Moderation: Make a Regular user Moderator.

Kick: The user is kicked out of the channel (User still allowed to 
enter in the channel again)

Silence: Does not allow the user to type in the chat (Only a 
moderator can take him out of the “Silence List” showed before)

Ban: The user will be banned from joining the channel. (Only a 
moderator can take him out of the “Banned List” showed before)
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The Class Chat icon is a shortcut where the user, even 
outside the class channel, can interact with students in 
real time.

The teacher has the possibility to interact both in the 
channel's public chat and in the class chat through this 
feature.

Class chat

Class chat

*Note that this feature is based on a custom education model on our 
platform using mobile app integration.
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Media Area and Share Screen
When the user is transmitting, he can share his screen or a 
specific app, through the icon located at the bottom right of the 
screen.

You can also mute 
you microfone and 
turn On/Off your 
video device by 
clicking in the icons.

You can mute a 
specific User by 
clicking on the sound 
icon beside his name.
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Share Screen
By clicking on the “Share screen” icon, the browser will ask the user to choose which type of 
capture will be shared, which can be an app, a document, or even a tab in the web browser, after 
choosing the screen click "transmit" to start sharing.

Transmit
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Share Screen
When sharing the screen, the icon changes color indicating to the user that the screen is being captured.

Visual notifying
that is broadcasting.

To stop the presentation just click on the 
icon and “Stop Presentation”.



www.ip.tv

Thank You!
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